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CONFERENCE INFORMATION

Hotel Information
Nanjing International Conference Centre Hotel 南京国际会议大酒店
Address: 2 Sifangcheng, Zhongshan Ling, Nanjing, China
         南京市玄武区陵园路中山陵四方城2号
Phone: (+86)-25-84430888

Nanjing Local Organising Committee Office
Address: Research Institute of Moral Education, Nanjing Normal University, 122 Ninghai Road
         Nanjing, Jiangsu, P. R. China
Email: NJ2011Conference@hotmail.com
Phone: (+86)-25-83598304 (Chinese and English)
Fax: (+86)-25-83721092

Mobile Phones
The use of mobile phones is not permitted during the academic or cultural programmes as it is
extremely disturbing to the presenters and participants. Please ensure that your mobile phone is
switched off during all the sessions of the academic and cultural programmes.

Filming and Photography
Please note that some sessions or parts of the conference may be photographed or filmed. If you
object to yourself or any accompanying person being included in any record of these events,
please notify the conference office in advance.
### Sunday, 23 October

- **6:00pm - 9:00pm** | Early Registration | Hotel Lobby
- **6:30pm - 8:30pm** | Dinner and drinks at own cost | Rose Garden Café
- **8:00pm - 10:00pm** | APNME Pre-conference Committee Meeting | Violet Hall

### Monday, 24 October

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00am - 8:30am</td>
<td>Breakfast</td>
<td>Rose Garden Café</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am - 6:00pm</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>Hotel Lobby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30am - 12:00</td>
<td>Visit to Nanjing Foreign Language School, Xianlin Campus</td>
<td>Gather in Hotel Lobby at 8:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am - 12:30pm</td>
<td>AME Pre-conference Workshops Pre-registered option</td>
<td>Violet Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30am - 12:00</td>
<td>Stimulating Moral Judgement Competence with the Konstanz Method of Dilemma-Discussion – a Taster Workshop</td>
<td>Tulip Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00am - 12:00</td>
<td>An Overview of the Sciences of Morality</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30am - 12:00</td>
<td>Applying the Model of Hierarchical Complexity to Scoring Moral Narratives and Constructing Instruments to Measure Moral Development</td>
<td>Evening Primrose Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30am - 12:00</td>
<td>AME Pre-conference Board Meeting</td>
<td>Jade Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00am - 10:30am</td>
<td>Refreshments</td>
<td>Tea Plaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 - 1:00pm</td>
<td>Lunch at own cost</td>
<td>Rose Garden Café</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00pm - 1:30pm</td>
<td>Opening Ceremony &amp; Welcomes</td>
<td>Humanity Hall, Lijing Building</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Chair of International Conference Organising Committee, *Editor* *Journal of Moral Education*, Honorary President Asia-Pacific Network for Moral Education: Monica J. TAYLOR
- Local Organiser and Chair of Asia-Pacific Network for Moral Education: JIN Shenghong
- President Nanjing Normal University: SONG Yongzhong
- Vice-President Nanjing Normal University: WU Kangning
- President Association for Moral Education: Sharon LAMB
- Chair *Journal of Moral Education* Trust: Helen HASTE and Chair *Journal of Moral Education* Editorial Board: Stephen J. THOMA
- Deputy Director National Centre for Ethical Studies, Renmin University of China: LI Maosen

- **1:30pm - 3:00pm** | AME Kohlberg Memorial Lecture | Humanity Hall

**Learning to be Human: the Confucian Way of Moral Reasoning**
- TU Weiming
- Harvard-Yenching Professor of Chinese History and Philosophy and of Confucian Studies at Harvard University, USA and Senior Professor of Philosophy at Peking University, Beijing, China
- Chair: JIN Shenghong

- **3:00pm - 3:30pm** | Refreshments | Humanity Hall Foyer
1:30pm - 3:00pm  Parallel Session 9

Symposium 9.1  40 YEARS OF THE JOURNAL OF MORAL EDUCATION (JME): ITS CONTRIBUTION TO MORAL EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Jade Hall
Chair: Stephen J. THOMA
Stephen J. THOMA
JME’s Origins, Policies and Practices
Moral Education Trends—a 40-Year Analysis and Interpretation of JME (1971-2011)
Chi-Ming (Angela) LEE and Monica J. TAYLOR
An Interview with the Editor — Monica Taylor in Conversation with Brian Gates

Symposium 9.2  TOWARDS FULLER HUMANITY IN MORAL EDUCATION: OUR MORALE IN THE DYNAMISM OF CONCEPTION, SELF-CONSTANCY, LANGUAGE AND MORAL VALUES
Magnolia Hall
Chair: Rosa Hong CHEN
Rosa Hong CHEN
Self-constancy and Ethical Identity: Some Implications for Moral Education
LIU Xuguo, WU Jiayi and LIU Jingying
Understanding the Moral Aspects of Chinese Proverbs in Social Relations
SHI Liushan
Reconstructing Moral Excellence and Moral Value in Traditional Chinese Morality
Discussant: Rosa Hong CHEN

Symposium 9.3  SEX EDUCATION AS MORAL EDUCATION: NEW FRAMINGS, NEW CONTEXTS
Kafirilly Hall
Chair: Sharon LAMB
Sharon LAMB
Ethical Parenting of Sexual Youth
TOWARD A PEDAGOGY OF ETHICAL, SEXUAL PLURALISMS
Laina Y. BAY-CHENG
Stephanie TROUTMAN

Papers 9.4  THE BRAIN AND EARLY CHILDHOOD
Gaofeng Hall
Chair: Darcia NARVAEZ
Darcia NARVAEZ
The Neurobiology of Moral Development: Triune Ethics Identities are Predicted by Early Experience and Predict Moral Behaviour
Minkang KIM
Cultivating Morality in Early Childhood
Arini BEAUMARIS

Papers 9.5  CIVIC CONSCIOUSNESS, VOLUNTEERING AND SERVICE LEARNING IN CHINA
Violet Hall
Chair: MARCIN ZHAO Zhenzhao
MARCIN ZHAO ZHENZHOU
Comparing the Differences and Commonalities between Service Learning in the USA and Social Practice in China

Papers 9.6  MORALITY OF TEACHING AND TEACHERS’ AWARENESS
Hefeng Hall
Chair: Tatyana TSIRLINA-SPADY
Tatyana TSIRLINA-SPADY
Crossroads: a Study of Moral Dilemmas in English Language Settings
Leila TAJIK
Cultural Awareness: but I’m the Normal One!
Shawn HOMES
Teacher Education in Mexico: the Key Element for a Profound Educational Reform in Citizenship Education
Maria Cristina MORENO-GUTIERREZ and Lariza Elvira AGUILERA RAMIREZ

Papers 9.7  CREATIVITY, AESTHETICS AND CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT
Yifeng Hall
Chair: KOHTARO KAMIZONO
KOHTARO KAMIZONO
Developing Music as a Medium for Character Building in Indonesia, Comparing Eastern and Western Approaches
Kun Setyaning ASTUTI
An Ethics Class Taught in a Workshop Style in Japan
Tetsu UEH

Roundtable 9.8  USING MORAL EDUCATION TEXTBOOKS IN CLASSROOMS
Lilac Hall
Chair: MAYUMI NISHINO
MAYUMI NISHINO
Vishalache BALAKRISHNAN, Heesun CHANG, Yen-Hsin CHEN, Kun Setyaning ASTUTI, TAN Chuanbok, LIU Cilin, May M. L. NG and SOU KUAN VONG
Developing Music as a Medium for Character Building in Indonesia, Comparing Eastern and Western Approaches
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This paper reports on a study Developing a Model for Teaching & Learning Music in Public Schools Based on Comparative Study between Indonesia and the Netherlands 2010. One objective of the study was to develop a model for learning music as a medium for character building. Data collection used observation (from elementary schools to universities in Yogyakarta, Indonesia and Utrecht, Netherlands), interview (experts, stakeholders, teachers, students), and library research. The study showed that, in the Western world, character building places an important emphasis on improving critical thinking, objectivity, and democracy, and is often not related to religion. By contrast, in the Eastern world, character building emphasises obedience to rules, acceptance of norms, and, in Indonesia, is nearly always related to religion. Drawing on the strengths of both models, a music teaching and learning model has been developed as a medium for character building in Indonesia based on: 1) constructivist theory; 2) students-centred learning; 3) thematic learning integrating theory-practice; 4) contextual learning; and 5) self-awareness.

A. Background

Moral has always been a major issue since the establishment of a nation. The state is responsible for the compliance of norms and rules of law by its supporting community. How strongly the norms and laws are adhered by the people will depend on moral consciousness of the society. Therefore, the establishing moral values is a fundamental need for a nation.

Education is the spearhead in establishing the nation's morals or character. What kind of character that will be established by the nation can be manifested through education. Thus, education not only enhances the human qualities in terms of intelligence, but also in terms of behavior.

Character education can be done through either formal, non-formal, or informal education. The strategy used in character education can be directly through the behavior-related subjects, such as religion and manner education, or indirectly, i.e. through the knowledge-related subjects such as science, social, arts, and so forth.

In learning arts there are broadly three stages, namely the appreciation, creation, and expression of arts. Appreciation is the awareness to appreciate works of art by recognizing the
various kinds of art. Creation is an activity to create art works, while expression is an activity to reveal the works of art with certain techniques. (Astuti, 2009) Thus, if associated with the classification of learning outcomes by Bloom, Gagne, Simpson, and Krathwohl, basically learning arts involves the cognitive, psychomotor, and affective domains. The ability of intelligent thinking and a deep appreciation to the natural and social phenomena will produce quality art works. These art works can be actualized perfectly if supported by good skills.

The power of art as a medium for moral or character building lies in the values it contains. As a medium for expressing feelings, art contains the values of honesty and openness. A qualified art work constitutes a reflection deep appreciation towards the realities of life. Therefore, creating a work of art cannot be separated from the attitude of sympathy and empathy which is a form of caring and attention.

In the field of art music such values can be explicit like those seen in the lyrics of songs, and can also be implicit as in the meaning contained therein. (Dewantara, 1977) The wording of a lyric has the power of influencing opinions, attitudes, and behavior (Kushartanti, 2004). The values of character education that are established through the lyric of a song depend on the theme of the song. Therefore, through different songs, various values of character can be formed, ranging from the aspects of spiritual, compassion, tolerance, love, up to the sense of caring for the environment.

Expression of feelings through songs is sometimes presented using figurative language which makes the intention disguised. This kind song lyric may invite a very broad interpretation, depending on the person's understanding. Whether consciously or not, the values contained in the meaning and interpretation will be pervasive in the thinking, attitudes, and behavior.

The values of character education can also indirectly be developed through the process of art. The process of art requires a continuous exercise to achieve a certain skill level. The values contained in the training process are, among others, discipline, perseverance, and hard work.

More comprehensively it can be explained that, viewed from the aspects of appreciation, creativity, and expression, the values which can be developed through the art of music are, among others, compassion, empathy, responsibility, cooperation, discipline, visionary, justice, openness, and perseverance. In fact, through a complex religious art music, religious values can
be also developed, i.e. through the lyric of the songs that can increase religious piety and faith (Astuti, Dies UNY, 2011).

B. Discussion

1. The Comparison of Values of Western and Eastern Character Education

Every human being born in the world has been provided with certain good values that exist in his or her conscience. Those values lead the human to find a good way of life. Those values include love to honesty, openness, compassion, love of peace, mutual help, and so forth. It shows that God has equipped every human being with the same values. Violating any of those values violated will lead to restless and uneasy feeling because it is against anybody’s conscience.

Those values are indeed universal values that can unite the nations of the world. However, every nation has different geographic condition, natural resources, and historical background, so that their cultures also vary.

For example, in Western music the beat is played with a steady and regular tempo, while in a gamelan music sometimes the knock-knock (beat) is somewhat postponed, following the player’s feeling. Apart from that, in Western music there are rule of harmonization which are set based on logic, while in gamelan music the composed harmonization is designed more based on feelings and creativity.

Based on the discussion above, we may conclude that basically every human being has been equipped with the nature of good virtues as the guide of life. However, differences in the background of geography, history, environment, experience, culture and so forth make these universal values actualized differently. Consequently, art music which functions as a medium of education in the learning process was also developed differently.

Every country has different geographical condition, resources, and historical background, so each country has various cultures. People in countries with four seasons generally have harder-working attitude because in a certain season, for example in winter, they cannot do activities and get natural resources as freely as in other seasons. People in countries with limited natural resources generally have good capabilities in technology, service, processing, and
so on. People in countries that experienced to be colonized, in general, have less bravery in freedom to express opinion, but they have much higher social cohesion. (Astuti, 2009)

The factors mentioned above make each nation have different cultures. In general, western countries are considered more open, expressive, frank, and rational than eastern countries. In Eastern countries people are considered more closed, and there are many rules that cannot be explained rationally. Viewed from the way how people inherit their knowledge and cultures, western people has written cultures, while eastern people have oral cultures. The different learning style also influences the product of arts and cultures. Western art development tends to develop cognitive aspects while eastern cultures tend to focus on affective aspects. (Astuti, seminar FBS). For example, in Western music the beat is played with a steady and regular tempo, while in a gamelan music sometimes the knock-knock (beat) is somewhat postponed, following the player’s feeling. Apart from that, in Western music there are rule of harmonization which are set based on logic, while in gamelan music the composed harmonization is designed more based on feelings and creativity.

Based on the discussion above, we may conclude that basically every human being has been equipped with the nature of good virtues as the guide of life. However, differences in the background of geography, history, environment, experience, culture and so forth make these universal values actualized differently. Consequently, art music which functions as a medium of education in the learning process was also developed differently.

2. Metodologi Research

This research was conducted in Indonesia and in Netherlands. Data in Indonesia were obtained from observation, interview, discussion, and library research. The secondary data were obtained from the previous research about music education model in elementary schools, junior and senior high schools, and in a university that trains music teacher to be in Yogyakarta. Data in the Netherlands were obtained from observation in primary schools (Peuterspeelzaal/Kinderdagverblijf and Basisschool in Utrecht), secondary schools (Voortgezet Middelbaar onderwijs Hoger and Hogergereset Middelbaar onderwijs in), and in college level in Hogeschool van de Kunsten Utrecht. The Hoogeschool van de Kunsten is an institution that trains music teachers to be.
In Indonesia, the interview was given to music teachers, students of elementary and junior and senior high schools, as well as to university students. In the Netherlands the interview was conducted with lecturers and teachers of music as well as with students. Lecturers who were interviewed were from Hogeschool Kunsten Utrecht. They taught pedagogy, vocal, chorus, and drama. Teachers who were interviewed were from Dacosta Hogeveen Utrecht and from schools in Zeist as well as music teachers from Calls College 16 Nieuwegein. This research also involved a lecturer from Utrecht University.

Data from library research were obtained from references about music teaching and learning models, educational system, curriculum, learning materials, theories, approaches, methods, media, strategy, and evaluation of learning music both in Indonesia and the Netherlands.

3. The Result of the Research

a. The Development of Character Education in the Netherlands

The results show that viewed from the aspects of character education there are some differences in the development of character education values between the Netherlands and Indonesia. In Netherlands character building places an important emphasis on obedience to rules and discipline in public life, improving critical thinking, objectivity, democracy, and is rarely related to religion.

Obedience to the rules and discipline is established in integrative manner starting from the family, community, and school since an early age. The focus of learning in the elementary education, i.e. Carpenter Speelzaal / Kinderdagverblijf (2.5 to 4 years old) and Basis School (4-12 years old) is not only in subject matter, but also in terms of establishing discipline to the children such as cleanliness and neatness.

Based on observations conducted at Hogeveen Dacosta, it is found that, in teaching the art of music for the low grade (age 4-7 years), music is used to instill the values of discipline, cooperation, respect for others, and self-confidence.

One way to instill the values of discipline is that the teacher organized students to take the musical instrument they choose one by one in a queue. This way will indirectly teach the students to learn how to take a decision, i.e. when choosing the instrument that they will play. On the other hand, the students who have not had their turn will learn to be patient and sincerely
accept if the musical instrument he/she likes has been taken by the other student who has their turn first.

Discipline is also taught while singing the songs and playing the musical instrument at the same time. First of all, the teacher asked the students to sing a familiar song together. After one round of the song was finished, students were told to play their musical instruments (percussion) as much as they like. After considering it enough, the teacher asked them to stop. If there was a student who played their instruments not in accordance to the instruction, the teacher would reprovingly ask him/her to stop.

The value of cooperation is also cultivated through music. For example, after the students sang the songs that they know well together, sometimes, they continued by singing happy birthday songs in different languages to a student who was having a birthday. The event of blowing out the candles was carried out jointly by the whole class because the student who was having his birthday failed to blow out the candles perfectly by himself.

Singing songs in various languages will indirectly teach the students about multiculturalism. The children are taught about the variety of race and ethnicity. This makes the Dutch as a multicultural nation. This experience constitutes a mirror reflecting multiculturalism in the Netherlands. Multiculturalism is also illustrated in the life of Dutch society (but not in the parliament) that respects everyone regardless of race.

Self confidence of the students is built by the teacher giving rewards to the students if the students can sing a song well. The teacher also gave students opportunities to choose the songs and the language they would like to use. The languages used in songs by the students are, among others, Dutch, English, and Turkish.

Based on observations and interviews in the middle school (Cals College Nieuwegein), it is found that students are taught about democracy at this level. From the overall observation of learning in the classroom there are the same characteristics, i.e. the teacher started the lesson by reminding students to do tasks that had been given in the previous meeting, giving a brief instruction about the tasks that must be conducted by the students, after which students are divided into several groups to perform group tasks for 20 minutes, and then it is the turn for students to present their performance.
Such a learning process shows that the democratic values are embedded in the process of learning. The materials to be learned is not entirely received from the teacher, but is also developed by the students. When the students are discussing with friends in groups, they are actually learning about democracy.

Democratic attitude is also reflected in people's lives in the Netherlands. The Dutch are not used to call someone with the titles in front of his/her original name, as is common in the Eastern nations. For example, students can call the teacher or their parents just by the name, without necessarily preceding it with the title Prof. or Mr.

Critical thinking is also developed in the learning process. The students were given opportunities to criticize the work presented by the other groups.

At the university level these values are still developed further by emphasizing more on their intensity. Critical thinking, democracy, objectivity, discipline, independence, cooperation, and tolerance have become integrated parts in the life of the Dutch academic community.

The values are also embedded in the life of Dutch society. The prominent values in Dutch society are, among others, discipline, democracy, and tolerance. Dutch society is very compliant to laws and rules. Almost in every aspect of life (including cutting down trees) there are rules, and most people follow the rules obediently. Democracy and tolerance values are reflected in the freedom to choose the way of life. For example, people are not forbidden to drink alcoholic beverages, as long as they do not disturb the surrounding. Kissing in public is also very common.

b. Developing Character Education in Indonesia

Basically, the values of discipline, democracy, tolerance, and objectivity are also developed in the process of learning in Indonesian education. The difference only lies on the approach to learning, which is conducted by indoctrination. The teachers always said how important those values are to be always upheld by the students, but the methods used to establish the values tend to be verbal, and the process is less supportive for such values to be applied or practiced.

Based on observations on the learning the art of music in several junior high schools in Yogyakarta Special Province, the learning process of art music is more teacher-centered. There is a tendency that teachers become the (only) source of the learning materials. Students were just
asked to respond to the materials presented by the teacher. The teacher would patiently, carefully and whole-heartedly give examples, train, and correct the students' techniques.

The top-down learning process makes the students familiar to accept the rules from party whose position is higher. Critical attitude and the courage to express opinions are relatively less developed.

This is also reflected in people's lives. Indonesian society has been accustomed to accept the rules, norms, and traditions as it is, without questioning its rationality.

Life of the Indonesian people runs smoothly following the teachings of the religion they believed. The dogmatic rules are easily accepted by society. Thus, government and office holders have a very important role in regulating the order of life.

The religious atmosphere is very thick in the life of Indonesian people. For example, five times in a day the adzan (call for prayers) is always heard boomed out from every mosque is spread all over Indonesia, indicating that the time to do the prayers has come. Mushola (small mosque) is also available in schools and colleges for the campus community to do a prayer as it is the obligation of Muslims to pray at least 5 times a day.

In the field of music, religious music is also growing. It is the music with lyrics teaching about or related to religion. One type of religious music that exists in Indonesia is nasyid. This music format is often used as extracurricular activities in Islamic schools as well as in some public schools.

C. Conclusion

Based on the observation, library study, and research analysis, it can be concluded that:
1. Teaching and learning music in Netherlands has implemented student-centered, while in Indonesia this approach is not fully implemented yet.
2. Teaching and learning music for theory and practice in Netherlands are taught integrally as a unity, while in Indonesia those are separated. There is a tendency that theory has more portion than the practice.
3. In Netherlands, learning materials among the educational levels are closely interdependent.
4. Drawing on the strengths of both models, a music teaching and learning model has been developed as a medium for character building in Indonesia based on: 1) constructivist theory;
2) students-centred learning; 3) thematic learning integrating theory-practice; 4) contextual learning; and 5) self-awareness.
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